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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
April 27

Four project tour planned
Please note the change of date from out regularly scheduled
meeting

May 16

Tire Kick
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3 Project Tour
The project tour took place on Saturday, April 27. Approximately 30 aviation enthusiasts joined
the tour. All three projects we visited had amazing workmanship.
Shaun and Tracy Berg - Shaun is working on a Steen Skybolt project and has produced some
impressive wood work. One previous visitor has said “Best woodworking you’ll ever see!”

Gary and Lucy Long – Gary is working on a very unique project, a magnificent scaled down
Spitfire with a Jaguar V12 engine conversion. He has an amazing workshop and forms a lot of the
sheet aluminum parts for this aircraft on an English wheel.

Trevor Hogg – Trevor has almost finished his Greg? which is a variant of the Pietenpol.

Acro II’s First Flight 4 April 2013 at Sanger
Thanks to the help of about 2 dozen SFC and RAA members, Gil Bourrier’s Acro II was parted out
October 2012. Over the winter, Dennis Flamini, who knew Gil through our bi-plane forum, was
one of the worldwide aircraft builders who helped find a home for all the reusable parts. This
spring, Dennis, a master machinist and craftsman, put Gil’s inverted oil system back in the air and
sent us the following update from Sanger C56 Bult Field Airport in Monee, Illinois, USA.
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“Got it done yesterday!....http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Yeg9x5lDSk&feature=youtu.be
Matt did two flights today, flew hands off no trim on any surface. 31 years since the boys started
the wing ribs! I think this is the first biplane built at Sanger airport. Now we can finish the paint…”
Dennis Flamini.
Sore Fingers
“Sore fingers!” is my comment after making “just
under 600 rib stitches in 3 days” in the newly
recovered top wing for my Pitts S1C. This Pitts
was built in 1974 and I did a partial rebuild a few
years ago to get it flying. After I flew it for 4
years it had wood issues in the top wing so it was
repair time. I bought another Pitts project that
someone else had started as it’s the cheapest
way to get the parts. I finished the top wing with
wooden leading edge and corner blocks at all the
rib to spar locations. I'm a welder so the wood
work was a nice change for me and I found it
enjoyable. It was also the perfect time to build
longer I struts to take a couple degrees of
dihedral out of the bottom wings and I will admit I enjoyed tig welding them up more than gluing
the wings.
I'm covering the wings with the Polyfiber system, using a double cover in the prop wash area. I
took a weekend Polyfiber course when I first bought the Pitts as the bottom wings needed to be
covered. I would recommend the course to anyone who is looking at fabric work. I hope to be
done and back together for the Transport Canada inspection in a couple of weeks. With a little
luck I'll be ready for lomcevaks by the time the snow melts off my runway, although that looks
like a long ways off out there today.
I hope to build a Pitts S1-11 from plans someday. I find any of the work I've done on my S1C
very rewarding and would love to fly one that I built from scratch. Someday...”
Carlyle Jorgensen
Importing an Aircraft from the United States
Several of you who go to Oshkosh annually will likely remember Howard Strope and his wife
Charlene from Schaghticoke New York which is just outside of Albany NY. Howard and Charlene
camped beside the Lyncrest group and were always welcome at our table as they had great
stories to tell and made some lasting friendships. Howard and Charlene took a motorcycle trip
across the US with a slight detour to Tom and Joyce’s for a few days visiting them and other
Lyncrest friends they had made in Oshkosh. They joined the Lyncrest group as “Honourary
Canadians”. Unfortunately Howard developed cancer and passed away just over two years ago.
Howard had a 1956 Cessna 172, a Bearhawk with a Mazda rotary engine and a Challenger I ultra
light. The Bearhawk was almost complete but the Challenger was his favourite to fly. Tom now
has the Bearhawk. In 2011 Tom, Joyce, Ken Podaima and John Blackner drove to Charlene’s
home and trailered the Bearhawk back to his hangar where he hopes to finish this aircraft in the
near future. The Challenger is still for sale if anyone is interested. For almost two years the 172
sat and when Charlene decided to sell it, I decided to buy it. The 1956 172 is the first year Cessna
built this aircraft and it was the forerunner of their very successful 170.
I got my private pilot’s license in 1965 and gave it up in 1988 when I sold my Cessna 140. I got it
back three years ago and have been renting a 172 from Harv’s ever since. I am also building a
RV6A with the help of Jim Oke. I hope to have the RV in the air in the next year but in the
meantime I wanted to put in some time without always having to rent an aircraft. I decided not
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want to dismantle the 172 and trailer it back and when I discussed this with Tom he offered to fly
it back with me, if I wanted. I jumped at the opportunity. Moose Jaw Saskatchewan is the furthest
I have ever gone on a cross country and that was almost forty years ago so this is going to be an
interesting adventure.
Our first problem was that we did not have
a US pilots license! That was fairly simple.
All we had to do was download the proper
forms from the FAA site and send copies of
our Canadian pilot’s license and medical
certificates to the Regional FAA office in
Oklahoma City. Part of the process is you
have to identify an FAA office where you
want to pick up your US Pilot’s license. We
chose Orlando Florida as Tom and I would
be in Florida for part of the winter this year.
After only a month the documents arrived
at our homes and we made appointments at
the FAA office in Orlando for February this
year. We had to appear at the office with
these documents, our Canadian pilot’s
license and medical certificates and our
passports. There was no examines or tests
we were required to take. The FAA office we dealt with issued us a temporary license and advised
us that to finalize our US license we were required to take one hour of ground school and one
hour of flight time. He said we would receive our permanent US license within 100 days. We got
our US pilot’s license in about six weeks.
Our next challenge was the one hour of ground school and flight test. We approached Sebastian
Flight School in Sebastian Florida a 10 minute drive from Tom’s winter home in Florida. We made
our appointment for Friday March 15, two days before my wife and I were to begin our drive back
to Manitoba. For the next few days, Tom and I poured over maps of the area, reading up on
symbols, control areas etc. Friday morning we arrived bright and early for our one hour ground
school session that lasted an hour and three quarters. It actually was quite interesting and most
of the time spend going over US maps, US aeronautical regulations etc. We also talked over
procedures at the Sebastian Airport which has paved runways and an unmanned tower. It is small
but a fairly busy airport. There is a continuous sky diving school operating at this airport! The
Twin Otter carries twenty four sky divers at a time and takes twenty minutes to climb to 14,000
ft. drop the load of divers, then goes into an almost vertical dive back to the airport. The pilot
usually beats the last divers to the ground. This goes on all day, seven days a week, weather
permitting.
After our ground school, Tom did the first flight with our instructor Gerry. Our aircraft was a
Cherokee 140. The walk around was similar to most aircraft we’ve flown in the past and the
cockpit check list was standard. Tom and I had never been in a Cherokee 140 before, let alone fly
one. Tom taxied out to the end of the runway to do his run-up but a few minutes later he was
back. There was a mag drop of over 200 rpm. The mechanic let the engine cool down then knew
exactly which spark plug to pull and clean. This engine was tired!! Tom then took off and did the
usual, tight turns, holding altitude, spins and stalls etc. then touch and goes. Tom was up for
close to two hours. My turn was next once the plane was refuelled. Fortunately we didn’t have any
mag problems. I did the same manoeuvres as Tom did. One thing we found interesting was the
trim in the Cherokee. It was up on the ceiling, slightly behind your head. It was a challenge to
figure out this trim when we couldn’t see it. Gerry gave us a tip, “if you turn the handle clockwise
and hits you in the back of the head, you’ll go down, turn counter clockwise and hit yourself in the
forehead, and you’ll go up.” I clocked three hours. I guess no one told Gerry that we didn’t plan
on becoming perfect Cherokee pilots; we just wanted to get a check ride.
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While I was up flying, Tom helped the Sebastian Flight School mechanic change a tire on one of
the Twin Otter sky diving aircraft, then this aircraft went back into service and the schools other
Twin Otter came over and they changed a broken rudder pedal. The mechanic told Tom he could
come back anytime he wanted; just wear some work clothes next time. It was 6pm when we left
the school. We thought we’d be back at Tom home by noon. Unfortunately we missed the “All you
can eat fish dinner” at the local “Royal Order of the Moose Hall” that our spouses and friends were
going to.
Shortly after arriving back in Manitoba, our plastic US Pilots license arrived. This license remains
in effect as long as we keep our Canadian licenses current. I ordered US maps from New York to
North Dakota. Tom and I will board an Air Canada flight to Albany NY on May 5. After a few days
of going over the aircraft and putting some flight time on it, we’ll start our trip home. The plan is
to spend our first night at Paul Bartz’s home in Kalamazoo Michigan. Paul and his grandson were
another America couple that frequently camped near the Lyncrest group. We then plan to head
south around Chicago then north and cross the boarder at Piney/Pine Creek. We’ll give you an
update in September on how our trip went.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2013 Membership Form

Winnipeg Area Chapter RAA
Full $25
Required Information
Name
OFFICE USE ONLY
Mailing
Address

Renewal Date

Phone(s)

Chq.
Other
Initials

E-mail
Are you an RAA national member?

(1)

Do you give permission for your information to be
made available to other Winnipeg RAA members?
Optional Information
Do you own
an aircraft?
Yes
Make/model:

No

Registration:
Are you
building or
restoring an
aircraft?

Yes
Make and model
of project(s):

No

Are you a
member of
other
aviation
groups?

Cash

Yes

No

Yes

No

EAA:
COPA:
Others:

What Pilots
licences and
ratings do
you hold?

RAA Winnipeg contributes $15 per member towards the insurance program maintained
by RAA national. This program provides liability insurance to cover local chapter events.
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Please make cheques payable to: RAA - Winnipeg Chapter
Mailing Address: RAA c/o Steven Sadler PO Box 703 LaSalle Mb. R0G 1B0
1)

Notes: The $15 does not provide membership in RAAC.
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